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SECURITY ENVELOPES 
1 The security envelopes are produced with security tape. All attempts of 

tampering (thermal, chemical and mechanical) become evident by visible 
markings on the security tape. After tampering with cold air the tape displays 
“STOP/OPENED” text; hot air visibly dissolves black line on the security tape.  

2 Every security envelope has an individual sequential number and a 
corresponding bar code on the front side. Identical numbering is located on the 
3 check receipts /coupons and on the bottom of the envelope.  

3 On one side of standard versions there is a user guide (see photo). Serial 
numbers, barcode, writing areas are printed with a white base on the other side 
of the envelope.  

4 The side seams are overprinted with microprintings wich play a security role. The 
microprintings make mechanical manipulation visible. 

 

5 Customized versions are also available above certain quantity.  

APPLICATION, SPECIFICATION 

 Security bags are used in a wide variety of industries to protect goods, 
valuables, confidential documents etc. Some of the most common applications 
are cash handling, cheque handling, movement of confidential items and 
documents, courier services and Cash-in-Transit. The list of industries that are 
already using security bags is extensive. 

 High quality materials, security tape, serial numbering, barcode, microprintings, 
control coupons, writing areas ensure the security and easy handling.  

 

 Envelopes can also be customised (minimum order quantity is depending on the 
size) by placing logo, barcode, sequential numbering on the product. Production 
of the envelopes allows different sizes and colours. They can be produced with 
control receipts, which can be torn off; additional carrying handle on the 
envelopes or pocket for documents, microprintings are an option as well. 

 

All statements, technical information and recommendations herein are based on tests the Manufacturer believes to be 
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness thereof is not guaranteed and the following is made in lieu of all warrantees, 
expressed or implied, including the implied warrantees of merchantability and fitness for purpose: Seller’s and 
Manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be defective. Before using, User 
shall determine the suitability of the product for it’s intended use, and User assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in 
connection therewith. Seller reserves the right to improve the product and accordingly change the specification without 
notice. Neither Seller or Manufacturer shall be liable either in tort or in contract for any loss or damage, direct, incidental or 
consequential, arising out of the use of or the inability to use the product. No statement or recommendation not contained 
herein shall have any force or effect unless in an agreement signed by officers of or Seller and Manufacturer.  

 

Customized envelopes 
In case of orders over minimum quantities 

Standard version 
Material 

Marking & numbering Size Standard size 
Further marking 

facilities  

COEX LDPE 
Outside:  greyish 

white 
Inside: black 

Non transparent 

B5 180 x 245 mm 
B4 255 x 355 mm 
C3 325 x 460 mm 

Upon request with 
individual printing 

possible 

transparent 

Barcode, sequential 
numbering, customer’s 

logo in colors, 
microprintings on the 

side seams etc. possible   

Upon request 

- - 




